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Abstract 

 
In most mammals the growth hormone (GH) locus comprises a single gene expressed primarily in the 

anterior pituitary gland.  However, in higher primates multiple duplications of the GH gene gave rise 

to a complex locus containing several genes.  In man this locus comprises 5 genes including GH-N 

(expressed in pituitary) and four genes expressed in the placenta, but in other species the number and 

organization of these genes varies.  The situation in chimpanzee has been unclear, with suggestions of 

up to seven GH-like genes.  We have re-examined the GH locus in chimpanzee and have deduced the 

complete sequence. The locus includes five genes apparently organized in a similar fashion to those in 

human, with two of these genes encoding GH-like proteins, and three encoding chorionic 

somatomammotropins/placental lactogens (CSHs/PLs).  There  are notable differences between the 

human and chimpanzee loci with regard to the expressed proteins, gene regulation and gene 

conversion events.  In particular, one human gene (hCSH-L) has changed substantially since the 

chimpanzee/human split, potentially becoming a pseudogene, while the corresponding chimpanzee 

gene (CSH-A1) has been conserved, giving a product almost identical to the adjacent CSH-A2.  

Chimpanzee appears to produce two CSHs, with potentially differing biological properties, whereas 

human produces a single CSH.  The pattern of gene conversion in human has been quite different from 

that in chimpanzee.  The region around the GH-N gene in chimpanzee is remarkable polymorphic, 

unlike the corresponding region in human. The results shed new light on the complex evolution of the 

GH-locus in higher primates. 
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Introduction 

 
Pituitary growth hormone (GH, somatotropin) is a protein hormone synthesized in and secreted from 

somatotroph cells of the anterior pituitary gland in all vertebrates. It regulates growth and has a variety 

of metabolic actions.  In most mammals, including prosimians, the GH locus comprises a single gene.  

However, in higher primates a series of tandem gene duplications followed by divergent evolution has 

given rise to a complex gene locus in which the gene encoding pituitary GH, at the 5' end of the locus, 

is associated with a number of similar genes expressed in the placenta (Chen et al. 1989).  The gene 

duplications that initiated the expansion of GH-like genes in higher primates appear to have occurred 

independently on lineages leading to new-world monkeys and to old-world monkeys and apes (Li et al. 

2005; Papper et al. 2009; Wallis and Wallis 2002, 2006), and followed an episode of rapid evolution of 

the GH gene (Forsyth and Wallis 2002; Liu et al. 2001; Wallis 1996); subsequent diversification was 

rapid, resulting in variable numbers and organization of GH-like genes (González Alvarez et al. 2006; 

Revol de Mendoza et al. 2001, 2004; Rodríguez-Sánchez et al 2010; Ye et al. 2005, ). 

 

The best-characterized GH gene cluster is that of man (Chen et al. 1989).  Here the locus comprises 5 genes 

in the same transcriptional orientation, with that encoding pituitary GH (GH-N) at the 5' end, followed by 4 

genes that are expressed in the placenta. Two of these (hCSH-A and hCSH-B) encode chorionic 

somatomammotropin (hCSH; also known as placental lactogen, PL) which is expressed at very high levels 

during pregnancy.  The mature proteins encoded by these genes are identical, though their signal peptides 

differ (Barrera-Saldaña et al., 1983; Chen etal. 1989).  A third gene (hCSH-L) was initially considered a 

pseudogene (Reséndez-Pérez et al. 1990), but it is expressed in the placenta at low levels (Misra-Press et al. 

1994; Männik  et al. 2010). This gene is subject to an altered splicing pattern that suggests that the majority 

of the transcripts could encode a placental-lactogen-like protein, but that this would not be secreted owing to 
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lack of a functional signal peptide (Misra-Press et al. 1994).  The fourth gene expressed in the placenta 

(hGH-V) is a variant form of GH that is expressed at moderate levels and appears to take over from pituitary 

GH during pregnancy (Frankenne et al. 1988; Lacroix et al. 2002).  The rapid evolution of the genes in the 

GH-cluster during primate evolution thus involved not only gene duplication and divergence, but also 

changes in regulatory mechanisms so that these genes are expressed in either the pituitary or the 

syncytiotrophoblast (the outer fetal part of the placenta), although it should be noted that low-level 

expression in various other tissues also occurs. 

 

The pattern of GH-like genes in other higher primates varies.  In rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta; 

Golos et al. 1993; González Alvarez et al. 2006) and baboon (Papio hamadryas; Rodríguez-Sánchez et 

al. 2010) there are 6 'genes', including at least one pseudogene, while gibbon (Hylobates leucogenys) 

has 7 GH-like genes and pseudogenes (Ye et al. 2005).  The organization of such genes in new-world 

monkeys differs from that in old-world monkeys and the gene clusters seem to have arisen 

independently (Li et al. 2005; Papper et al. 2009; Wallis and Wallis 2002), with 8 genes and 

pseudogenes in marmoset (Callithrix jacchus; Wallis and Wallis 2002, 2006) and at least 40, mostly 

pseudogenes, in white fronted capuchin (Cebus albifrons; Wallis and Wallis 2006).   

 

The organization of the GH gene cluster in chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes) has been rather unclear.  

Revol de Mendoza et al. (2004) identified 6 GH-like genes, while the draft chimpanzee genome 

(http://www.ensembl.org/Pan_troglodytes; Mikkelsen et al. 2005) shows seven, three of which are 

incomplete.  Given the overall very close similarity between human and chimpanzee genomes 

(Mikkelsen et al. 2005; Kehrer-Sawatski & Cooper 2007) the possibility of a significant difference at 

the GH locus is clearly of interest and we have therefore re-examined the organization of the 
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chimpanzee GH cluster in detail.  The results reported here show that the chimpanzee locus is similar 

to that of human in possessing 5 GH-like genes, but that there are some notable differences with regard 

to the expressed proteins, gene regulation and gene conversion events, which may have functional 

significance. 
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Materials and methods 

 
Characterization of the chimpanzee GH locus 

 
The re-examination of the chimpanzee GH locus involved two approaches: 1) a bacterial artificial 

chromosome (BAC) containing the whole locus was analysed by amplifying specific regions and by 

direct sequencing, and 2) the data available from whole genome sequencing of the chimpanzee was 

examined in detail. 

 
Amplification of the chimpanzee GH locus 
 
 
A BAC (CHORI-251-61D11) containing the chimpanzee GH (cGH) locus was obtained by screening a 

chimpanzee BAC library (CHORI-251; constructed from male chimpanzee "Clint"; average insert size 

164 Kbp) from the BACPAC Resource Centre (Children's Hospital Oakland Research Institute, 

Oakland, California) with a radiolabeled probe derived from the human GH-N (hGH-N) gene. 

Extrachromosomal DNA from a bacterial stock carrying this BAC was extracted with the BACMAX 

DNA Purification Kit, following the manufacturer’s instructions (EPICENTRE, Madison, WI, USA).  

The insert size of this BAC was about 215 Kbp. 

 

Genes and inter-genic regions (IGRs) of the cGH locus were amplified from CHORI-251-61D11 using 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and the primers listed in Table 1. For GH-like genes a PCR reaction 

used 10 pmol of primers, 10 ng of BAC DNA, 5 µl of 10X buffer (provided with the enzyme), 0.2 mM 

of each dNTP, 1.5 mM MgCl2, one unit of Gold Taq DNA Polymerase (EPICENTRE, Madison, WI, 

USA) and Milli-Q water to a final volume of 50 µl per reaction. After an initial denaturation step at 

95ºC for 5 min, PCR was carried out for 30 cycles using a denaturation temperature of 94ºC for 30 sec, 
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an annealing temperature of 64ºC for 90 secs and an extension temperature of 72ºC for 2 min. The 

reaction was stopped after a final extension time of 10 min at 72ºC.  

 

The IGRs of the cGH locus were amplified using the MasterAmp Extra-long PCR kit (Epicenter), 

following the manufacturer’s instructions. The reaction mixture of 10 pmol of each primer, 40 ng of 

BAC DNA, 25 µl of 2X Pre-mix 4 (provided with the enzyme) and 2.5 U of MasterAmp Extra DNA 

Polymerase, was adjusted with Milli-Q water to a final volume of 50 µl. After an initial denaturation 

step at 94ºC for 5 min, amplifications were carried out for 12 cycles, comprising incubation at 94ºC for 

30 sec (denaturation), 55-57ºC for 40 sec (annealing) and 72ºC for 7-14 min (elongation), followed by 

23 similar cycles, but with increments of 15 sec per cycle in the extension time. Cycling concluded 

with a final extension step at 72ºC for 20 min. Amplification was carried out on an ABI Veriti 

thermocycler (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). PCR products were analysed by electrophoresis 

in 1% agarose gel followed by ethidium bromide staining. 

 

Molecular cloning and sequencing 

 
The amplified products of the cGH locus (amplicons) were cloned in the commercial vector pTOPO-

XL-3.5, included in the TOPO® XL PCR Cloning Kit (Invitrogen, La Jolla, CA, USA), according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions, and transformed into electrocompetent Escherichia coli cells supplied 

with the kit. Cloned amplicons were sequenced using BigDye® terminator (Applied Biosystems, 

Foster City, CA) and universal M13 or specific primers and a DNA analyzer, ABI PRISM® 3100 

Genetic Analyzer and software (Applied Biosystems). Additionally, the chimpanzee BAC DNA was 

sequenced by the McGill University and Génome Québec Innovation Centre, Montreal, Canada using 
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a Roche Genome Sequencer FLX 454, with a depth of coverage of about 25X.  Chromatograms were 

imported into CodonCode Aligner Version 3.7.1 (CodonCode Corporation).  

 

Re-evaluation of genomic assembly 

 
The sequence of the GH locus available from the chimpanzee genome project (Mikkelsen et al. 2005) was 

re-evaluated using the approach used previously (Wallis 2008; Rodriguez-Sanchez et al. 2010). The genome 

assembly available at http://www.ensembl.org/Pan_troglodytes (assembly of March 2006, 

Pan_troglodytes_2.1), and sequence traces identified in the WGS Traces database for Pan troglodytes 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces) using the BLAST and BLAT search method (Altschul et al. 1990; 

Kent 2002), were integrated with data for gene and intergene sequences derived in this study and the BAC 

454 sequencing, to give a finalized assembly.  The WGS Traces originated at the Washington University 

Genome Sequencing centre and the Broad Institute.  Sequences from Traces were assembled using the 

Staden Package (https://sourceforge.net/projects/staden/ ). 

 

The assembled chimpanzee GH locus sequence has been deposited in GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ 

database, with accession number JN622009.  A version of this sequence annotated to show established 

and potential polymorphic sites is given in the supplementary material, as are sequence alignments 

used in the analysis. 

 

Sequence analysis 

 
The nucleotide sequences obtained in this work were aligned using the ClustalW method (Higgins and Sharp 

1988).  Protein sequences were derived by conceptual translation of the coding sequences. The significance 
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of amino acid differences was assessed by molecular modelling using Rasmol and the 3D structure of the 

human GH:receptor model of deVos et al. (1992).  Identification of repetitive elements was made with the 

RepeatMasker program (Smit et al. 1996-2010), using those of the human GH locus as a reference .  Gene 

conversion was investigated using the GENECONV program (Sawyer 1999).  Phylogenetic analysis was 

carried out using parsimony, neighbor-joining and maximum likelihood methods in PAUP* (Swofford 

1998). Rates of evolution for non-synonymous and synonymous sites in coding sequences (dN and dS) were 

analysed using the codeml program in the paml package (Yang, 2007). 
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Results and Discussion 

 
Organization of the chimpanzee GH  locus 

 
Previous studies on the cGH locus suggested that it contains 6 (Revol de Mendoza et al. 2004) or 7 

(chimpanzee genome assembly 2.1; http://www.ensembl.org/Pan_troglodytes/Info/Index) GH-like 

genes, in contrast with the 5 genes in the well-characterized human locus (Chen et al. 1989; Fig.1).  

Given the overall similarity between the human and chimpanzee genomes such a difference seemed 

potentially important and worthy of further investigation.  However, it is clear that the very repetitive 

nature of this region, arising as a consequence of several rounds of gene duplication (see below), leads 

to problems in achieving an accurate sequence assembly. 

 

In order to re-evaluate the gene cluster, the genes and intergenic regions were amplified from a BAC 

containing the entire cGH gene cluster, using primers based on the corresponding human sequences.  

The BAC was also subjected to complete sequencing using a Roche Genome Sequencer FLX 454.  De 

novo automatic assembly of the reads from this did not give a reliable assembly, but detailed analysis 

of these reads did help resolve a number of problem regions, and confirm many parts of the assembled 

locus.  The results from these two approaches identified 5 GH-related genes, corresponding closely to 

the 5 genes in the human locus, and five of the six genes in the assembly proposed by Revol de 

Mendoza et al. (2004).  No evidence was seen to support the PLA gene reported there, from either of 

these approaches (or from re-evaluation of the genome assembly - see below), and corrections are 

proposed in several of the other gene sequences.  The possibility that the 6th gene was a feature of the 

particular genomic DNA sample used by Revol de Mendoza et al. (2004) cannot be ruled out. 
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The data available for the GH locus in the genomic assembly 

(http://www.ensembl.org/Pan_troglodytes/) were also examined in detail, using data available from the 

WGS Trace database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Traces).  The 4 complete genes there (Fig. 1) were 

well supported.  The incomplete gene at the 3' end of this assembly was well supported and could be 

extended, but not with good reliability.  Its sequence was completed on the basis of data derived from 

the BAC sequencing.  The other two incomplete genes were not supported by this re-evaluation of the 

data.  The first of these (Fig. 1B) is very similar to the pituitary GH gene (GH-N); its sequence is 

supported by the data, but these are consistent with the occurrence of a single gene showing 

considerable polymorphic variation, and this conclusion was supported by the number of sequence 

reads obtained and intergenic distances based on sequence 'mate-pairs'.  This also accords with the data 

from the BAC, in which just a single gene was detected - polymorphism would of course have been 

lost on cloning of the BAC.  The second incomplete gene (Fig.1B) was supported by just a single 

trace, of very poor quality, which clearly should be discounted; the assembly can then be reliably 

revised with the first and second CSH genes as neighbors. Detailed evaluation allowed assembly of the 

data from the genomic sequencing to give a complete sequence for the chimpanzee GH locus 

(Supplementary Fig. 1), with gaps being filled using information from the BAC sequencing.   

 

On the basis of this, it is concluded that the overall organization of the chimpanzee GH locus is similar 

to that of human, with 5 genes, encoding pituitary GH (cGH-N), variant GH (cGH-V) and three 

placental lactogens (cCSH-A1, cCSH-A2 and cCSH-B, equivalent to hCSH-L, hCSH-A and hCSH-B 

respectively; Fig. 1 and Table 2).  Overall similarity between these 5 genes is about  92%, reflecting 

their recent generation by multiple rounds of gene duplication (Chen et al 1989), and some extended 

sections show much greater similarity than this, partly due to gene conversion (see below).  The genes 
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flanking the locus are similar in human and chimpanzee. The chimpanzee and human GH gene clusters 

differ in detail in a number of respects, and these are discussed below. 

 

Encoded proteins 

 
The chimpanzee GH-N gene encodes a protein differing from the corresponding human gene at two 

positions (Fig. 2), one in the signal peptide (residue -23, Pro in chimpanzee, Thr in man) and one in the 

mature protein (residue 132, Glu in chimpanzee, Gly in man).  This last substitution is distant (>5 Å) 

from both receptor-binding sites and thus unlikely to directly affect hormone-receptor interaction.  The 

chimpanzee GH-V gene encodes a protein identical to human GH-V except for substitution of Pro for 

Ser at residue -8 in the signal peptide. 

 

The human CSH-L gene potentially encodes a protein that is substantially different from placental 

lactogen, because of a substitution in the splice donor site in intron 2.  mRNA from this gene is 

expressed at low level, but it is not clear that this gives rise to significant levels of functional protein.  

In the corresponding chimpanzee gene (CSH-A1) the donor splice site in intron 2 is intact, and 

production of a protein equivalent to CSH-A/B in human and CSH-A2 and CSH-B in chimpanzee is 

likely.  In human the CSH-A and CSH-B genes encode the same mature protein (hCSH/hPL), although 

the signal peptides differ at a single base.  In chimpanzee the CSH-A1 and CSH-A2 genes encode the 

same mature protein (again with signal peptides differing at one residue - residue -24 is Ala in CSH-

A1, Pro in CSH-A2).  The protein encoded by CSH-B differs from CSH-A1/A2 at 3 residues all in the 

mature protein, Gln-69, Met-123, Gly-126 in CSH-A1/A2 replaced by His, Thr, Arg respectively in 

CSH-B.  Thr at residue 123 is also seen in human GH, and is within the second binding site in the 

human GH:receptor model (de Vos et al. 1992), so this could affect interaction with the receptor.  Thus 
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chimpanzee potentially has two different CSHs in contrast to human, and these may differ in biological 

activity. 

 

The differences between the chimpanzee CSH proteins and human CSH are indicated in Fig.2.  hCSH-

A/B and cCSH-A1/A2 (mature proteins) differ at three residues, 34, 123 and 164 (respectively Thr, 

Thr, Tyr in human, Ala, Met, His in chimpanzee).  Residue 164 is within the first binding site of the 

human GH:receptor model (de Vos et al 1992) and residue 123 is within the second binding site (see 

above), so these substitutions may affect interaction with the receptor. 

 

Regulatory elements 

 
Many regulatory elements have been identified in the hGH gene cluster, including those associated 

with the promoter regions immediately upstream of each gene, a glucocorticoid response element in 

intron 1 of the GH-N gene, an enhancer of placental expression downstream of hCSH-B, "P-elements" 

upstream of each gene except GH-N, and a locus control region far upstream of GH-N (Ho et al. 2004).  

The last of these falls outside the GH locus considered here; the other elements are considered in detail 

below. 

 

5' promoter region.   

A number of response elements have been identified in the promoter region of hGH-N, and are 

compared with the corresponding regions of other genes in the hGH and cGH loci in the alignment of 

Fig. 3.  The TATA box is retained in all genes.  The Sp-1 element (Lemaigre et al. 1989) is completely 

conserved, possibly reflecting its role in both placental and pituitary expression. 
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The distal and proximal Pit-1 elements (Theill and Karin 1993; Krawczak et al. 1999) are generally 

well conserved, despite observations that  Pit-1 plays an important role in controlling expression of 

GH-N in the pituitary, but not GH/CSH genes in the placenta (Jiang et al. 1995).  For the chimpanzee 

CSH-A1 gene, unlike any of the human CSH genes, the sequences of both distal and proximal Pit-1 

elements are identical to those for GH-N.  A striking exception to this conservation of Pit-1 elements is 

seen in the proximal element for the GH-V genes which show a number of substitutions, largely shared 

in human and chimpanzee.  For this element the substitution rate on the line leading to GH-V, since 

divergence of GH-N and GH-V genes (6/18 for human, 5/18 for chimpanzee) is significantly greater 

than that for the divergence of the introns in the GH-N and GH-V gene sequences (for human: 6/18 v 

50/811, P = 0.00072; for chimpanzee, 5/18 v 50/814, P=0.0046; Fisher's exact test). This strongly 

suggests that this element has been subject to adaptive evolution since the duplication giving rise to 

GH-N and GH-V, reflecting their differential expression in pituitary and placenta. 

 

The thyroid hormone response element (TRE; Glass et al. 1987) is reported to function in placenta but 

not pituitary (Leidig et al. 1992), and accordingly this element shows considerable sequence variation.  

For the human - chimpanzee comparison, this variation differs from expectation in terms of strict 

orthology.  Thus, the element preceding chimpanzee CSH-A2 resembles that before chimpanzee (or 

human) GH-N rather than before other CSH sequences.  Gene conversion events have probably 

influenced variation in this region, but a consequence may be that the placentally-expressed genes in 

chimpanzee show a pattern of responsiveness to thyroid hormones different from that seen in human. 

 

The initiator binding site (InrE), which is required for efficient activity of the promoter and maximum 

activity of the enhancer (Jiang et al. 1995), is generally well conserved.  The cyclic AMP response 
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element (CRE, Eberhardt et al. 1996) is highly conserved, contrasting with the situation in non-primate 

mammals (Wallis et al. 2001). 

 

The placental enhancer 

The placental enhancer is located ~2.2 kb downstream from CSH-B in human, and markedly increases 

expression of CSH-B in placental cells but not other tissues (Rogers et al. 1986; Walker et al. 1990).  

Very similar sequences are found downstream of hCSH-L and hCSH-A (but not GH-N or GH-V), but 

these have very little enhancer activity.  An alignment of the region including the enhancer is given in 

Fig. 4; this shows 4 regions identified by Jacquemin et al. (1994) by footprinting, of which DF3 and 

DF4 appear to be most important.  The low enhancer activity of the sequences following hCSH-L and 

hCSH-A has been explained by a few substitutions (Lytras et al. 1996; Jacquemin et al. 1996) which 

are indicated on Fig.4.  Only one of these was detected in both of these studies; interestingly this 

substitution (position 208 in Fig.4, in the DF-3 domain - A in hCSH-B, G in hCSH-A and hCSH-L) is 

found in all three chimpanzee CSH genes, suggesting that the enhancer here is much less active than in 

human. 

 

P-elements and GRE 

P-elements are found upstream of GH-V and the three CSH genes in human, and are thought to inhibit 

expression of these genes in the pituitary (Norquay et al. 2006) and/or activate their expression in the 

placenta (Elefant et al. 2000; Ho et al. 2004).  Equivalent sequences are found in the chimpanzee, and 

may well serve the same function.  It should be noted, however, that although there is no P-element 

upstream of the GH-N gene in human or chimpanzee, such sequences are found in this position in the 
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marmoset and dog, rendering a simple interpretation in terms of pituitary suppression less tenable 

(Wallis and Wallis 2006). 

 

A GRE has been reported in the first intron of hGH-N and hGH-V (Slater et al., 1985).  This is 

conserved completely in the corresponding chimpanzee genes. 

 

Polymorphism in the GH locus 

 
Analysis of data available from the chimpanzee genome project suggests that the GH locus shows 

considerable polymorphism, particularly in the region of the GH-N gene (Supplementary Fig. 1).  

Overall the full sequence of the locus shows at least 53 clear-cut polymorphisms, mostly snps, with 

two or more instances of each nucleotide (nt) represented in the traces.  About 47 additional potential 

polymorphisms were detected, in which there was only one instance of one of the two nt - some of 

these may represent sequencing errors, but many may be real polymorphisms, given the low coverage 

at many sites.  Given the ~66,000 nt of sequence encompassing the locus, such polymorphisms 

represent 0.086-0.152% of sites, according with estimates for the overall heterozygosity of the 

chimpanzee genome of 0.080-0.176% (Mikkelesen et al. 2005).   In the sequence of the GH-N gene, 

including 500 nt upstream and downstream of the coding sequence (~2500 nt total), there are 14 clear-

cut polymorphisms and 10 potential ones, representing 0.56-0.96% of all sites, a much higher 

proportion than in the locus as a whole (P<10-6, Fisher's exact test).  The biological significance of this 

high level of polymorphism - in effect 2 haplotypes - for the region around the GH-N gene is not clear. 
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Six of these polymorphisms fall in the coding region of the GH-N gene, compared with a total of five 

in the other four genes of the cluster.  Two of the six are nonsynonymous leading to single amino acid 

changes in mature GH at residues 92 (Phe/Leu) and 153 (Gln/His). Both of these sites (like residue 132 

where chimpanzee and human sequences differ) are located on the side of the hormone facing away 

from the membrane in the hormone receptor complex, well away (>5 Å) from either receptor-binding 

site.  They would not be expected to influence hormone-receptor interactions directly, although this 

region does show accelerated adaptive evolution in some species (Wallis 2008), suggesting that it has a 

specific biological role.  

 

Gene conversion within the GH locus 

 
The close similarity between the human CSH-A and CSH-B genes is probably a consequence of a gene 

conversion event (Chen et al. 1989).  The marked differences between the equivalent chimpanzee 

genes (CSH-A1 and CSH-B ) suggests that this gene conversion event was specific to the lineage 

leading to man, after separation from that leading to chimpanzee.  To assess the possibility of gene 

conversion within the chimpanzee GH locus, an alignment of the five gene sequences (from about 900 

bp upstream of the start codon to about 250 bp downstream of the stop codon; Supplementary Fig. 2) 

was analysed using the GENECONV programme (Sawyer 1999). 

 

Several potential gene conversion events were identified (Table 3).  Conversions in the 5' upstream 

region, extending into the promoter region, were observed for CSH-A1:GH-N and CSH-A2:GH-N. 

Whether these represent independent events is not clear, but they may have important implications for 

gene regulation.  Conversions involving CSH-A1, CSH-A2 and/or CSH-B were observed within the 

section between intron 1 and  exon 4, which may have led to some homogenization of these gene 
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sequences as proposed for the human GH locus.  Finally, evidence for conversion between CSH-A1, 

CSH-A2 and CSH-B in the section intron 4 to 3' downstream was seen, though statistical support for 

this was relatively weak. 

 

The pattern of gene conversion observed for the chimpanzee GH locus contrasts with that seen for the 

human sequence (Table 3).  Here the expected extensive conversion between CSH-A and CSH-B was 

confirmed, together with a possible conversion in the 5' sequence of CSH-A and GH-V, well upstream 

of the promoter region.  The results indicate that conversion events have occurred independently in the 

chimpanzee and human GH gene clusters, since the divergence of the two species, and may have 

affected both expressed genes and regulatory sequences. 

 

Repetitive elements and indels 
 
 

Chen et al. (1989) identified 48 Alu (SINE) repetitive elements in the human GH locus, some of them 

truncated.  Use of RepeatMasker confirmed that 48 equivalent Alu sequences are also present in the 

chimpanzee genome, together with a number of additional SINE- and LINE-related elements.  This analysis, 

together with visual inspection, showed that the only clear difference in repetitive-element content between 

human and chimpanzee loci is a LINE 1 related element (224 nt, corresponding to the 3' end of LINE 1) 

upstream of CSH-A2/CSH-A, present in chimpanzee, but not in human.  A very similar sequence is found 

upstream of CSH-B/CSH-B in both chimpanzee and human, suggesting that the difference arose by deletion 

of the element in human. 
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This LINE 1 element upstream of CSH-A2/CSH-A represents the largest insertion/deletion event (indel)  

seen in a comparison of the human and chimpanzee loci.  4 additional indels of more than 15 nt are seen, 3 

extensions/reductions of simple AG rich sequences and a 112 nt sequence in intron 3.  This last is present in 

human but not chimpanzee, and is not identified as a repetitive element by RepeatMasker, despite the 

presence of  a long poly T tract.   

 

Evolutionary aspects 

 
Gene duplication 

The evolution of the human GH locus was considered in detail by Chen et al. (1989), who proposed that an 

initial gene duplication gave rise to the ancestors of the GH-like and CSH-like genes.  A second duplication 

gave rise to a cluster of four genes, ancestors of GH-N, CSH-L, GH-V and CSH-B.  Finally, a further 

duplication of the CSH-L gene gave rise to CSH-A.  The close similarity between CSH-A and CSH-B is then 

explained by gene conversion rather than phylogeny.  The similarity betwen the chimpanzee and human GH 

loci implies that they shared the same evolutionary origin.  In chimpanzee, as for the human locus, 

phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 5) indicates that CSH-A2 (CSH-A) and CSH-B are more similar than either is to 

CSH-A1 (CSH-L).  The tree of Fig. 5a is based on an alignment of all the sequence (excluding repetitive 

elements) that is repeated 5 times within the locus (the 5 genes, plus about 815 nt of 5' and about 218 nt of 3' 

flanking sequence, plus about 721 sequence upstream of each gene, 2532 nt upstream for the GH-N gene; 

Supplementary Fig. 3). Here the human CSH-A gene forms a clade with human CSH-B and chimpanzee 

CSH-B, rather than its presumed ortholog chimpanzee CSH-A2, possibly reflecting the long (1803 nt) gene 

conversion involving the human CSHA/CSHB genes (Table 3).  This explanation is supported by the tree of 

Fig. 5b, based on an alignment excluding this 1803 nt region, where all the chimpanzee and human genes 

group according to the expected orthology.  But both these trees indicate that the human CSH-A and CSH-B 
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genes and the chimpanzee CSH-A2 and CSH-B genes are more closely related to each other than to the CSH-

L/CSH-A1 genes, suggesting that the final gene duplication event in the evolution of the gene cluster was not 

tandem duplication of the CSH -L/CSH-A1 gene, as previously proposed (Chen et al 1989). 

 

Rate variation in the evolution of coding sequences 

Previous studies have identified variable evolutionary rates during the diversification of the GH-like proteins 

of higher primates; in at least some cases this reflects adaptive evolution, based on dN/dS values greater than 

1 (Wallis 1996; Rodríguez-Sánchez et al. 2010).  Phylogenetic analysis was carried out here using the 

codeml method in paml, with all branches unconstrained, and an alignment of coding sequences for mature 

proteins (Supplementary Fig. 4). The tree obtained (Fig.6) showed no evidence for rate variation since the 

divergence of human and chimpanzee, except for the rapid evolution of hCSH-L (dN/dS 0.82), compared 

with chimpanzee CSH-A1 (dN/dS  0), which would be consistent with hCSH-L effectively becoming a 

pseudogene shortly after the divergence, and evolving at an unconstrained (neutral) rate.  The increased 

dN/dS for the branch leading to hCSH-A is based on only three nt substitutions, and could also reflect gene 

conversion.  Accelerated evolution at earlier stages in the evolution of the locus is confirmed, including 

rapid divergence of CSH prior to further duplications (dN/dS 1.35) and on the lineage leading to GH-V after 

the duplication giving GH-N and GH-V (dN/dS 0.48 for GH-V, 0 for GH-N).  The availability of the 

chimpanzee sequences shows that dN/dS values mostly fall to very low levels after these episodes of rapid 

change, supporting the idea that these episodes reflect adaptive evolution, despite dN/dS levels that do not 

significantly exceed 1.0.  The slow evolution of GH/CSH genes since human chimpanzee divergence 

contrasts with that observed for old-world monkeys (Rodríguez-Sánchez et al. 2010). 

 

Conclusions 
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The main conclusion from this work is that despite previous suggestions, the GH gene loci of human and 

chimpanzee are similar, with 5 genes each showing complete orthology.  Some significant differences are 

seen, however.  In particular, the hCSH-L gene has changed substantially since the chimpanzee/human split, 

potentially becoming a pseudogene, while the corresponding CSH-A1 gene in chimpanzee has been 

conserved, giving an identical product to CSH-A2.  Chimpanzee produces two CSHs, with potentially 

differing biological properties, whereas human produces a single CSH.  The pattern of gene conversion in 

human is quite different from that in chimpanzee.  The region around the GH-N gene in chimpanzee is 

remarkable polymorphic, unlike the corresponding region in human. 
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Table 1. Primers used in this study. 

Name Sequence Orientation Target 

GHPRIMB TTAAGGATCCCAAGGCCCAACTCC sense genes 

GHPRIMK ATTAAGGGTACCGTGGACAGCTCACCTAG sense genes 

GHPRIMEX CCTCGAGATATCCTAGAAGCCACAGCT antisense genes 

GHPRIMF CATCTCCCTGCTGCTCATC sense IGRs 

GHPRIMR GAAAACAACCCTGAGCTCC antisense IGRs 

IGLEcoF TTTGCAGATACAGGATATCTACAGCCCTGATG sense IGRs 

IGLKpnR CCCCACAGTTTGGTACCCTAAGATTTAGGACTAC antisense IGRs 

CSH378F GGCTTTTTGACCACGCTATGCTCCA sense IGRs 

CSH348R CGGAACGGTTTGGACGGCACC antisense IGRs 

GH348R GGGAATGGTTGGGAAGGCACTG antisense IGRs 
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Table 2. Nomenclature used for genes of the GH loci. 
 
Position in 
the locus Gene 

Abbreviations Tissue of  
expression Human Chimpanzee 

1 'Normal' Growth Hormone  hGH-N cGH-N pituitary 
2 Chorionic somatomammotropin hCSH-L cCSH-A1 placenta 
3 Chorionic somatomammotropin hCSH-A cCSH-A2 placenta 
4 Variant Growth Hormone  hGH-V cGH-V placenta 
5 Chorionic somatomammotropin hCSH-B cCSH-B placenta 

 

hCSH-L and cCSH-A1 are at equivalent locations in the locus, but hCSH-L is spliced differently from other 

CSH genes and may effectively be  pseudogene (see text), whereas cCSH-A1 appears to undergo normal 

splicing, equivalent to that of cCSH-A2 and hCSH-A. Note that hPL (placental lactogen) is frequently used 

instead of hCSH (chorionic somatomammotropin) to designate both the genes and their hormonal products 

in human.
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Table 3.  Gene conversion between GH/CSH genes 

 
Sequences  nt positions  Length  Location   p value 
 
Chimpanzee 
 
CSH-A1:GH-N 368-807  440  5' upstream-promoter  <0.0001 
CSH-B:CSH-A1 1198-1960  763  intron 1 - exon 4  0.0001 
CSH-A2:GH-N 743-923  181  5' upstream - promoter 0.0001 
CSH-A2:CSH-A1 1240-1987  748  exon 2 - exon 4  0.0005 
CSH-A2:CSH-B 1048-1965  918  intron 1 - exon 4  0.0120 
CSH-A2:CSH-A1 2145-2632  487  intron 4- 3' downstream 0.0177 
CSH-B:CSH-A1 2203-2665  463  intron 4- 3' downstream 0.0192 
 
 
Human 
 
CSH-A:GH-V  1-172   172  5' upstream   0.0004 
CSH-A:CSH-B  182-2012  1831  promoter-exon 4  0.001 
 
For chimpanzee: ATG start codon at 928-930,  TAG stop codon at 2425-2427. For human: ATG start 

codon at 946-948, TAG stop codon at 2440-2442. GENECONV was run with mismatches allowed 

(setting g1). p values are corrected for multiple hypothesis testing. 
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Figure legends 

Fig. 1  The genomic organization of the GH locus in man and chimpanzee. A. The human GH locus (based 

on Chen et al. 1989). B. The chimpanzee GH locus based on the assembly available at 

http://www.ensembl.org/Pan_troglodytes (released in March 2006). C. the chimpanzee GH locus based on 

the present work. The boxes in gray indicate the genes of GH-like sequences, white regions on the 

horizontal bar represent gaps in the chimpanzee GH locus sequences.  CD79B and TCAM (TCAM1 homolog 

pseudogene) are the genes immediately flanking the GH locus in human and chimpanzee assemblies 

(http://www.ensembl.org). In man and chimpanzee the GH locus is found on chromosome 17 (17q24.2 in 

man) and is shown here in reverse orientation. Arrows indicate direction of transcription. Additional genes 

identified in the BAC but not shown are SCN4A and ICAM2 (upstream of CD79B) and SMARCD2 

(downstream of TCAM1 pseudogene). 

 

Fig. 2  Alignment of amino acid sequences. hGH-N was used as a reference; identities to this in other 

sequences are shown as . and deletions as -. The sequence given for hCSH-L is a conceptual 

translation, assuming splicing equivalent to that seen in the other genes; in practice alternatively 

spliced forms predominate for hCSH-L and it is not certain whether these are translated. 

 

Fig. 3  Alignment of proximal promoters. The hGH-N gene was used as a reference; identities to this in other 

sequences are shown as . and deletions as -. Regulatory elements that have been identified in the hGH-N gene 

are shown in boxes. 

 

Fig. 4  Alignment of the placental enhancers. The sequences of the three putative placental enhancers of the 

chimpanzee locus were  aligned with their counterparts in human. The hGH-N gene was used as a reference; 
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identities to this in other sequences are shown as . and deletions as -. The rectangles show four DF domains 

of the placental enhancer. Nucleotides that when mutated cause a reduction in activity of the enhancer are 

shown as * (Lytras et al. 1996) and $ (Jacquemin et al. 1996). 

 

Fig. 5  Phylogenetic trees for the five genes in the GH gene locus of human and chimpanzee.  A. Tree based 

on alignment of all sequence (excluding repetitive elements) repeated five times within the locus (see text 

for details). B. Tree based on the same alignment but with exclusion of the region showing gene conversion 

between hCSH-A and hCSH-B (Table 3). The trees were constructed using the parsimony method in PAUP*; 

Neighbor Joining and maximum likelihood methods gave similar results.  Branch lengths are proportional to 

number of substitutions, indicated by the scale bars.  Numbers at nodes are percentages of at least 100 

bootstrap replications supporting that clade. 

 

Fig. 6.  Phylogenetic tree based on coding sequences of human and chimpanzee GH locus genes.  The tree 

was constructed using an alignment of coding sequences for mature proteins (no signal peptide) and codeml, 

with a defined tree and no constraint on dN/dS values (model 1).  Branch lengths represent total 

substitutions (dN + dS; the scale bar shows 0.1 substitution/site) and numbers on branches are dN/dS values.  

The sequence encoding slow loris (Nycticebus pygmaeus) GH (Wallis et al. 2001) was used as an outgroup. 
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Fig. 1 

 

 

Fig. 2 

                           20                  40                  60                  80                 100 
hGH-N    FPTIPLSRLFDNAMLRAHRLHQLAFDTYQEFEEAYIPKEQKYSFLQNPQTSLCFSESIPTPSNREETQQKSNLELLRISLLLIQSWLEPVQFLRSVFANS 
cGH-N    .................................................................................................... 
 
hGH-V    .................R..Y...Y...........L...........................VK.........................L........ 
cGH-V    .................R..Y...Y...........L...........................VK.........................L........ 
 
hCSH-L   VQ.V......KE...Q...A....I...........T........HDS...F...D....S..M............H......E.R....R....T.T.N 
hCSH-A   VQ.V.......H...Q...A....I........T....D......HDS...F...D.......M...................E......R....M...N 
hCSH-B   VQ.V.......H...Q...A....I........T....D......HDS...F...D.......M...................E......R....M...N 
 
cCSH-A1  VQ.V.......H...Q...A....I.............D......HDS...F...D.......M...................E......R....M...N 
cCSH-A2  VQ.V.......H...Q...A....I.............D......HDS...F...D.......M...................E......R....M...N 
cCSH-B   VQ.V.......H...Q...A....I.............D......HDS...F...D.......M....H..............E......R....M...N 
 
 
                          120                 140                 160                 180         192 
hGH-N    LVYGASDSNVYDLLKDLEEGIQTLMGRLEDGSPRTGQIFKQTYSKFDTNSHNDDALLKNYGLLYCFRKDMDKVETFLRIVQC-RSVEGSCGF 
cGH-N    .........................E.................................................................. 
 
hGH-V    ...........RH............W.............N.S......K........................................... 
cGH-V    ...........RH............W.............N.S......K........................................... 
 
hCSH-L   ...DT...DD.H..........M.........HL...TL.............H..........H..............M............. 
hCSH-A   ...DT...DD.H....................R.....L.............H.........................M............. 
hCSH-B   ...DT...DD.H....................R.....L.............H.........................M............. 
 
cCSH-A1  ...DT...DD.H..........M.........R.....L.............H..........H..............M............. 
cCSH-A2  ...DT...DD.H..........M.........R.....L.............H..........H..............M............. 
cCSH-B   ...DT...DD.H.............R......R.....L.............H..........H..............M............. 
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Fig.3 
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Fig.5 
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